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Abstract. Similarity search is a widely employed technique in Pattern
Recognition. In order to speed up the search many indexing techniques
have been proposed. However, the majority of the proposed techniques
are static, that is, a fixed training set is used to build up the index. This
characteristic becomes a major problem when these techniques are used
in dynamic (interactive) systems. In these systems updating the training
set is necessary to improve its performance. In this work, we explore the
surprising efficiency of a naive algorithm that allows making incremental
insertion in a previously known index: the MDF-tree.
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Introduction

In the area of similarity search techniques, the metric space searching is an arising
general approach that has received special attention. In this work we are interested in the most general case, when no assumption about the structure of the
prototypes (points) is made. Some examples are protein sequences (represented
by strings), skeleton of images (represented by trees or graphs), histograms of
images, etc.
Actually, many techniques have been proposed based on this approach (some
reviews can be found in [3][8][15]). These techniques, based on the use of any of
the elementary types of similarity queries, have been used in many applications.
For example, content based image retrieval [7], person detection or automatic
image annotation [13], texture synthesis, image colourisation or super-resolution
[1]. However, most of the existing techniques are static [14][2][10][11]. Then, the
insertion or deletion of one object in the the index that has been built up in a
preprocessing step, requires an complete rebuild that is very expensive.
In recent years, an increasing attention on interactive systems has been observed in the information technology society. In particular, during an interactive
operation, new samples (new information) should be added in an on-line training
process adapting the model to the present situation.
Some methods to speed up insertion/deletion points operations have been
proposed. Some of them are focused in dynamic indexing in secondary memory
([4]) and others are focused to work in main memory [12]. In some cases, the

dynamic approaches have been proposed based as modifications of a previous
existing static indexing algorithm but there are also techniques devised from the
beginning as dynamic such as the M -tree [5].
In this paper we analyse experimentally some strategies to insert new samples
in the Most Distant from the Father tree (MDF-tree). This type of structure
have been used in several hierarchical search procedures ([9],[6]) but no dynamic
approach has been proposed up to now for it.
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New incremental indexing approximation

The MDF-tree is a binary indexing structure proposed and used in [9][6] based
on a hyperplane partitioning approach. The main characteristic of the method is
related to the selection of the representatives for the next partition. To build up
the tree, firstly a pivot is randomly selected as the root of the tree (first level).
After that, a new pivot, the most distant from the root, is selected and the
space is divided according the distances to both pivots. On the following levels
the space is recursively divided between the current pivot of the subspace represented by the node and the most distant pivot in the subspace. This procedure
is repeated until each internal node has only one object.
For each node, the covering radius (the distance from the pivot to the most
distant point in the subspace) is computed and stored in the respective node.
This procedure is described in the algorithm 1.
The function build(ℓ,S) takes as arguments the future representative of the
root node and the set of objects to include in the tree (excluding ℓ) and returns
the MDF-tree that contains S ∪{ℓ}. The first time that build(ℓ,S) is called, ℓ is a
random object. In the algorithm MT represents the representative of T , radiusT
the covering radius, and TL (TR ) the left (right) subtree of T .

Algorithm 1: build(ℓ, S)
Data:
S ∪ {ℓ}: set of points to include in in T ;
ℓ: future left representative of T
create MDF-tree T
if S is empty then
MT = ℓ
radiusT = 0
return T
end
radiusT = maxx∈S d(ℓ, S)
r = argmaxx∈S d(ℓ, S)
Sℓ = {x ∈ S|d(ℓ, x) < d(r, x)}
Sr = {x ∈ S|d(ℓ, x) ≥ d(r, x)} − {r}
TL = build(ℓ,Sℓ )
TR = build(r,Sr )
return T

Algorithm 2: insert(T , x)
Data:
T : MDF-tree
x: object to insert in T
if d(MT , x) > rT then
return build(MT , {s|s ∈ T } ∪ {x} − {MT })
end
if TL is empty then
return build(MT , {x})
end
// this distance computation can be avoided
dℓ = d(MTL , x)
dr = d(MTR , x)
if dℓ < dr then
TL = insert(TL ,x)
end
TR = insert(TR ,x)
return T

Although several similarity search strategies can be applied, in this work we
are focused in nearest neighbour search. The search procedure consists on a firstdepth traversal through the tree, looking for the nearest neighbour. Given a node
in the tree, the search continues through the child node whose representative is
nearest to the query. Using different types of elimination rules, some branches of
the tree are bounded and the search ends when no more possibilities to explore
in the tree are possible. The last candidate is selected as the solution.
2.1

Rebuilding the tree

In this work we focus on a procedure to obtain incrementally the exact structure
that will be obtained if a complete rebuild of the tree was made. Note that in
such case the performance of the algorithm when searching is exactly the same
as in the static case. Then no further research in search degradation performance
is needed.
We are going to study a naı̈ve approach. When a new object is inserted first
we search the position where object should appear as pivot in a static built tree.
Then, the affected part of the tree is completely rebuilt.
This may seems a quite expensive strategy, but as the pivots are very unusual
objects (the farthest of its sibling pivot), big reconstructions of the tree happens
with a very low probability compensating its high cost.
Let T be the MDF-tree built using a sample set S. Let x be the new object
we are interested to include in the index, and let T ′ the MDF-tree built using
the sample set S ∪ {x}. The algorithm works rebuilding the subtree of T that is
different from T ′ .
Let we denote by MT the representative of the root node of the MDF-tree
T , radiusT be its covering radius, and TL (TR ) the left (right) MDF-subtrees of
T.

We have several cases:
– If d(MT , x) > rT , T ′ differs from T in the root node because the object x is
selected in T ′ as the representative of the right node. Then the whole tree
T is rebuilt in order to include x (see fig. 2).
– Otherwise, the roots of the trees T and T ′ are identical. Then we have two
cases (see fig. ??) :
• if d(MTL , x) < d(MTR , x) the object x should be inserted in the left tree
TL and then the tree TR′ is identical to TR .
• Conversely if d(MTL , x) ≥ d(MTR , x) the object should be inserted in TR
and the tree TL′ is identical to TL .
Algorithm 2 shows the insertion procedure.
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Fig. 2. Location of the inserted object
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Experiments

Some experiments have been developed in order to study the performance of the
new approach.

The experiments where performed by extracting 5, 10 and 15 dimensional
points from the unit hypercube with a uniform distribution.
First in order to study the the distribution of the number of distance computations when an object is inserted, 10000 insertions of an object over a fixed
MDF-tree with sizes 100, 1000, and 10000 was made. The number of distance
computations were counted and its histogram was depicted in figure 3. We show
only the case for dimension 10, the other cases are similar.
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Fig. 3. Histogram of the distance computations caused by an insertion for 100, 1000,
and 10000 database sizes in dimension 10

It can be observed that, as expected, almost all the insertions causes very few
distance computations and, conversely, there are very few insertion that causes
a big number of distance computations.
It can also be observed that this figure is very far of a normal distribution,
then on the following experiments instead of using the variance we used the 95
percentile.
In the next experiment we have depicted the expected number of distance
(over 1000 repetitions) for inserting a point when the databases grows from 100
to 10000 in steps of 100. The 95 percentile is also depicted (fig. 4). That means
that although the expected number of distance computations is the line showed
by the average in the 95% of the cases the number of distance computations is
bellow the line of the 95 percentile.
Although these results are quite preliminary, it can be seen that the distance
computations caused by an insertion seems to grow very slowly with the database
size.
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Fig. 4. Average distance computations caused by an insertion for increasing size
database sets and for dimensions 5, 10, 15
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Conclusions

We have proposed a naı̈ve algorithm that allows the insertion in MDF-trees
avoiding (with high probability) a complete rebuilt of the tree. We have also
performed several artificial experiments to support this assertion.
In the future we plan to make more extensive experimentation and develop
some ideas in order to have a theoretical support of this result.
We also plan to relax the condition on maintaining the same tree as if all the
objects were inserted at once with the hope to decrease the number of distance
computations and the stability of the algorithm.
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